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Hey this is Nick Steiner, I want to thank you for reading me

EBook.   Here I am going to tell you a little about my story

and lay out the method that I used to heal from my injuries,

become strong and have used to help other people achieve

quick and powerful results.   

When I was 26 years old, I was in the worst physical

condition of my life.   I had multiple injuries that were

preventing me from basic functionality of my body.   Both of

my wrists were sprained, my calf was always hurting, I had

a shoulder injury that had been nagging me for years.   I had

completely stopped doing everything I loved including

playing basketball and play guitar.   I was withdrawing from

sleeping meds and not sleeping.   I moved into a new

apartment in Santa Monica with roommates I found off craigslist and was feeling really

depressed.   I did not have much hope for getting out of this situation as I had been stuck in

injuries and depression for almost a year.   

It was then, just sitting in my room, that I discovered the Wim Hof Method which profoundly

changed my life forever.   While I was trying to heal from injuries and deal with unrelenting

depression, I searched on the internet for all these various techniques and philosophies about

healing.   I tried meditation, extremely healthy diets, weird guys I met at breathing ceremonies

who were self proclaimed “hand healers”, traditional physical therapists… nothing really made a

dent.   I had heard about Wim Hof method and had tried taking cold showers (which I actually

found to be very helpful for relaxing at night), but I did not really know exactly what it was.   
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The calm ease at which he sat there guiding the breathing, the cadence to his voice, was

extremely reassuring and gave me the confidence that this was going to help me.   I later had the

pleasure of becoming of a Wim Hof Method instructor and spent 5 hours in a room with Wim Hof

and a few other people in Poland, and his presence in person had the same reassuring quality –

strength that I have never really experienced with any other person before.   Completely

incorruptible and unwavering.   

So I watched the whole video and tried 5 rounds of his breathing technique and after the 3rd 

round I was feeling really, really high.   After the 5th round I felt completely euphoric.   

I literally was jumping in my room, squatting, 

breathing, experiencing this calm, powerful, fluid energy.   I 

had discovered what Wim and many of his followers had 

discovered, which was the profound internal power of the 

Wim Hof Method breathing technique.     

I felt 

energy and power in my body that I had not felt for years 

and years.   

But one day, sitting in my room in Santa

Monica, I logged on to YouTube and saw this

video pop up on my feed. Breathe Along with

Wim Hof | Guided Breathing - YouTube.  

I decided to say “fuck it” and watched the

whole video and gave the breathing

technique a try. I was immediately impressed

with the energy and confidence that Wim Hof

portrayed. I could feel his power and the

reassurance through the screen.
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The next few days I went the beach first thing every morning and did rounds and rounds of the

breathing technique and swam in the ocean.   I had a first date with a girl I met at the beach

earlier and impressed her with my enthusiasm and energy (I tried showing her the Wim Hof

Method breathing technique and she asked me if I was into other “woo-woo” stuff – she didn’t get

it yet).    

I did a lot more research on Wim Hof and watched his interviews, visited his website and learned

more of his philosophy.   I found him to be very funny.   I bought his “classic” breathing class which

was a very simple, enjoyable and powerful video course.   I watched it every day and practiced

the method religiously.   I started eating one meal a day like Wim Hof did.   I walked around in

shorts during the winter and told everyone about my fascination with the method and the beauty

of cold exposure.   I swam in the ocean every day and practiced tai chi on the shores during

sunset.   I did the breathing technique in the back of my Uber on the way home (which usually

caused alarm to the driver) and felt strength and love in my heart.    I was getting stronger and

healthier. 
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At that point I decided I wanted to become a Wim Hof Method instructor so I could teach the

method to other people.   I signed up for the training course and was set to travel to Poland in

one year to become certif ied.   

I realized that the water in Los Angeles was

simply not cold enough to provide a real

challenge anymore, so I moved to the Oregon

coast with a buddy, rented an Airbnb 4 blocks

from the ocean and religiously went in the

ocean every day. I noticed that this was a

different animal. The water was 50 degrees

and the air outside was 30-40 degrees or even

cold. My hands froze up on the walk back, but

I noticed my sleep was getting better and

better. I started doing yoga that my buddy’s

girlfriend taught me and felt things pop and

strength in my sprained wrists and injured calf

muscle – in a good way. I knew I was on my

way to healing. 

At that point I was starting to get really bored

of living on the desolate Oregon coast, so I

decided to move to Portland. There was no

ocean, but the cold showers were very cold. 

My body was getting stronger and with a combination of the breathing technique, yoga and cold

showers and I started to become attracted to calisthenics videos I watched online (mostly from

Chris Heria and some Russian dude who’s name I do not know, but I think it was “The Wild

Moose”).  
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I started training my friends using a combination of Greg O’Gallagher’s method and the Wim Hof

Method.   I had one friend who had a shoulder injury (something I had struggled with an overcame

using the Wim Hof Method) and prepared him for the workout by teaching him the breathing

technique.   He told me “this was a different kind of workout then I have every done – its way

more focused and intentional”.  

I continued to realize the power of integrating Wim Hof Method with elite bodybuilding methods. 

I did cold showers before workouts and the breathing technique between sets.   I felt my

adrenaline spike so high by the ends of workouts that I was just juicing through reps.   Even

though my strength was not -high because I was fresh into weight-lifting, I could tell my energy

and endurance and focus was a level way higher than most other people in the gym.  

I also became injury resistant.   The breathing and the cold gave me this sense of focus and

internal power that allowed me to structure my lifts in a way so that I was in control the whole

time.   Every time you take a deep breath in, you increase your focus and shift your nervous

system into the sympathetic state where you are prepared to tackle challenges.   The cold and

the breath also dramatically increase blood-flow so your body behaves like a fluid machine. 

I started doing pushups, body weight rows, plyometric squats, and although I had almost zero

knowledge of strength training, I could tell that the Wim Hof Method was provided me with

incredible energy and stamina during these workouts. I felt that I could outperform a lot of

people on pure willpower and energy.

I continued my research on strength training and weightlifting and came across Greg

O’Gallagher. Like with Wim, I felt that learning Greg’s philosophy and system was a game

changer for me. I realized the science and precision involved in weightlifting and also the artistry

involved in setting up a workout program and structuring the exercises. As an artist, musician and

songwriter myself I have an acute sense of structure and special reasoning and realizing that this

could apply to weightlifting and fitness was very inspiring to me.
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So I was signed up for the Wim Hof instructor training, set to travel to Poland in a few months. 

And having just discovered the beauty of heaving weight lifting, I decided to apply for my

personal training license.   I loved training people and I loved teaching the Wim Hof Method, so I

planned to marry the two and develop a training style that could help anyone in any physical

condition or age maximize their internal power and physical strength.   So it was just a matter of

time until I received these certif ications.           

It was then had the idea to take this kind of training to the next level.   During my time spent on

the Oregon coast I realized how much power there was being in the natural elements,

particularly when combined with cold immersion in the ocean.   I found an even greater effect in

fresh water which was about 10 degrees colder.   

I had spent some time with a friend exploring different swimming spots near Portland and

discovered through research that the Sandy River was considered the cleanest water in Oregon,

straight from MT Hood and used as the drinking water for the city.   I fell in love with a section of

the river and forest in Oxbow Park – a little clearing well off the path.   I would swim in the river,

do breathing techniques, run barefoot in the forest and using the crazy amounts of adrenaline

and euphoria was able to work out extremely hard – doing pushups, core exercises and even

lifting rocks. 

I decided to fully embrace this training style (what I called animal training) because I could truly

tell how much extra strength and energy the cold immersion in the natural elements gave me.   I

brought along a videographer and a weight vest and filmed my first video out in Oxbow Park

during the Oregon winter. 

 Shortly after that I went to Poland, met Wim Hof, and trained under some of the sharpest

instructors in the world.   I was a certif ied personal training, a certif ied Wim Hof Method instructor

and had an innovative training method to share with the world.   
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It was then I ran into another demon that I had yet to tackle, which was my own nervous system.

Due a traumatic childhood, my nervous has always been geared towards sensing threat, and thus

being on a flight or f ight state of reaction, which is actually not too diff icult to deal with as that

energy can be channeled using the Wim Hof Method and heavy lifting to increase performance.

However when things are really bad the nervous system shifts from fight or flight to freeze mode

and freeze mode is very diff icult to deal with as the muscles lock up and your body enters a

shutdown mode with intense feelings of panic and pain in the solar plexus. So you are unable to

move and unable to relax.

This is an ancient survival mechanism that exists in pre-human forms of evolution such as

reptiles and even invertebrates. Because those animals do not have the ability to fight and are

not fast enough to flee, their only defensive mechanism from threat is to shut down and pretend

to be dead. Humans have evolved but our nervous systems still carry the same circuits that we

did millions of years ago.

When reptiles shutdown they actually stop breathing frequently and there is very little flow of

oxygenated blood into the head. They are able to survive because their brains are small,

however, humans have large brains and thus need a lot of oxygen to power them. So when the

human nervous system enters shutdown mode, there is a secondary defensive reaction that

increases adrenaline so that the human does not lose consciousness.

This is what produces that nasty combination of the body being frozen but being unable to relax.

It’s the body shutting down combined with adrenaline keeping it from relaxing. These reactions

are not in conscious control, they are caused by something called the autonomic nervous system

which is an instinctual reactionary part of the human brain made to quickly detect and react to

threat.

When this f irst happened to me, when I was 28 years old, I was trying to sleep and felt this pain

and agitation that I hadn’t felt before it lasted about 8 until I was eventually able to get some

sleep.

Obviously this was a situation that was going to limit my progress in health and fitness and life in

general.  Talking to a psychologist, I learned specifically what was happening in my body and my

brain that was causing this reaction and learned that I have something called PTSD which is

when the nervous system enters states of either f ight or flight or freeze and is not able to calm

down for hours or days or even weeks.
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Researching PolyVagal theory, which is the cutting edge of nervous system research (the Wim

Hof of the nervous system), I learned that the reason it is diff icult to pull oneself out of flight,

f ight or freeze is that the body does not have an off switch once adrenaline is released. There is

a secondary part of the nervous system called the Ventral Vagus nerve that is responsible for

providing a “break” to the fight/flight/freeze reaction and thus stopping the adrenaline. New

research is to increase the strength of that Vental Vagal pathway to help pull the body out of

defensive states and into states of relaxation and enjoyable social behavior.

I realized that I would not be able to maximize my physical training potential if  my adrenaline

was being drained by an overactive nervous system and I was losing sleep. When your body is in

defensive states it basically burns through your adrenaline supplies. Adrenaline is the key driving

in heavy lifting and one of the primary side effects of the Wim Hof Method, so it’s important to be

able to save your adrenaline for when you need it (during the day time and when doing heavy

lifting).

So I understand that a good workout program would not only include ways of lifting up energy

and adrenaline (preworkout supplements, Wim Hof Method), but also ways of calming down the

nervous system to replenish adrenaline supplies.

If you think of the body having two modes - alert, focused, excited and calm, relaxed, sleepy -

you want to be able to control when the body is in those two states. Wim Hof Method is fantastic

for putting the body into alert, focused and excited state but I saw it fell short of putting the

body into relaxed, calm and sleepy state. So I needed to develop other ways to get the body into

relax mode.
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Aiming to manage my own symptoms of PSTD, I tried to distill the calming of the autonomic

nervous system into simple steps, almost like a workout plan if you will.  I came up with several

solutions and practices:

1.  Avoid people or situations with people that trigger your body into being in states of

defense. If  someone or some situation is consistently threatening you and there’s no way of

resolving the situation, its not good to continually expose yourself to those things that make

you feel bad. That’s only going to shift your nervous system into being in a defensive state

and mess with your ability to relax. These kinds of people and situations include anyone

who is disrespecting you, neglecting your feelings or harming you in any other way.

2. Engage in certain breathing patterns that help slow and calm down the body and mid.

There is a basic breathing technique characterized by deep inhales through the nose and

long slow exhales through the mouth. Inhales should last about 5 seconds, exhales should

last at least 10. Consistently practicing this through the day and especially at night will

slow your heart rate and relax your mind and increase pleasure and enjoyment of life.

3. Eating certain foods before bed. These foods are high in tryptophan and potassium.

Almonds, milk, honey. Avoid protein or processed carbs. Tryptophan is a precursor to

serotonin which is the relax and feel good neurotransmitter. So dosing your self with

tryptophan (which is an amino acid found in food) will help put your body into relaxed

states.

4. Sit around fire at night. There’s research showing that the infrared light coming from fire

increase melatonin in the cells. Melatonin is a hormone that is part of the same network

related to tryptophan and serotonin, and is involved in the body sleeping, relaxing and

repairing.

5. Yoga done frequently throughout the week combined with the slow breathing pattern

described above   

Steps to Mitigate Stress
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That brings us to where we are today. I have

just started off as a trainer and coach,

however I believe I have developed a system

that is holistic and can benefit anyone in any

state of their life to because very strong and

healthy. What makes my system different is I

do not just focus on the weight lifting, which

honestly has been mastered years ago

Weightlifting techniques have not changed

much in 50 years. There are the key lifts -

bench press, deadlifts, squats, shoulder press

and pull-ups. And then there are the

secondary exercises, bicep curls, rear delt

flies, skull crushers, lunges, etc. Every

weightlifter agrees that you need to split up

muscle groups, so don’t hit bench press back

to back workouts, and gradually increase the

load of how much you can lift . .

While there are new and innovative strategies towards increasing your strength, the blueprint has

been there for years and there are many ways to go about lifting and the same general

principles have already been sorted out.   Strength and power in movement is achieved through

utilizing the full strength of the body and focusing it on a specific movement. So the greater

energy in the body the greater power that is.  Wim Hof method primes the body for power

movements by enhancing energy and focus, by putting the body in a flow state for optimal

performance. This combined with the top weightlifting techniques can lead to an impressive

physique and strength in the body.

What I believe is the next frontier is how can you control you hormone output and your

nervous system, how can you control your adrenals so you can bring yourself a ton of

energy or calm yourself down at will.  Being able to manage your fuel will help you to

increase your strength at the gym and your happiness outside of the gym.

-Nick Steiner
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I f igured out the key elements of my method for total health and strength of the mind body.   The

elements are as follows: 

1) Mastering the Wim Hof Method.   This includes bringing your cold conditioning up to high

levels, so you can take cold showers, ice baths and swim in cold natural bodies of water with

ease.    This will give you control over your adrenaline and the inflammation in your body.   You are

not likely to get injured if you do your cold exposure every morning.   Besides the cold, you will

master your breath and understand how to increase your adrenaline, dopamine and focus using

big inhales.   This will apply to many areas of your life besides just f itness.   Whenever you need

to focus, you will breath deep.   Conscious breathing will become a way of life.   

The Cool Blue Training System

I want to share with you how I took everything

I learned and incorporated into a system.

Essentially I was my first client, and now I

share the system with others and have had

incredible results. Our system focuses not

only weight lifting, but a holistic map for

increasing your happiness and health in life. I

have tried to distill it into its most simplest

form, so that it can be easily learned and

practiced throughout your life.

2) Heavy lifting and otherwise intense training.   Lifting heavy weights is the only way to develop

true strength.   Lifting light weights for high reps can give you conditioning and aesthetics, but

when you stop training for a period of time (because you’re sick or starting a family or there is

something else going on) the muscle goes.   With heavy lifting the muscle sticks around.   One of

my friends used to bench 365 for reps.   He took 3-4 years off the gym and came back and could

still bench 225.   That is strength.   Besides heavy lifting there are stuff like sprints, or even

athletic endeavors that push your body to the limit and permanently change your physiology.   
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3) Nutritional protocols. You need to eat enough protein to fuel muscle growth and cellular repair.

You also need to get your micro nutrients in, especially potassium, zinc and magnesium. You

need to avoid foods that are harmful for you, and you need to manage your calories. I have a

simple system based of dietary rules and protocols to allow you maximize the benefits of your

diet.  

4) Nervous system control, calming down, rest and recovery. We talked about this at length

above, however, it bears repeating how important this aspect of my system is. Without proper

sleep and proper repair of the body its impossible to maximize athletic potential.  What is

primarily responsible for the body being in repair mode is the nervous system. Research is

limited on how to control the nervous system, however there are techniques and methods that

are proven and I will show you everything I know about them and continue to update as I learn

more.

5) Discipline/sticking rigidly to habits. This is an overarching category that applies to everything

else on this list.  Commitment to following through on all the protocols of nutrition, Wim Hof

method, weight lifting, and nervous system control is the only way to insure that progress is

being made. Furthermore strictly avoiding bad habits is the only way to make lasting changes in

your psyche and physiology.

Think of the body and mind like a machine. Whichever code you
put into it will be it’s output. So we need to develop the right
formula.

As a coach and trainer I care about the success and progress of all of my clients. If  I can’t be

lifting weights, taking ice baths because I need to rest, someone else can be doing that with my

help.
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The autonomic nervous is developed in humans to provide instinctual reactions to cues of threat

or safety.   For instance when someone feels safe, their muscles relax, they digest food, they

smile and they are open to human connection.   They also are able to enjoy pleasure and other

positive sensations.   When someone feels threatened their muscles tighten up, and their bodies

enter states of defense (f ight, flight or freeze).   When someone feels threat its hard to sleep,

hard to relax, hard to enjoy life – their adrenals are constantly being drained of adrenaline and

cortisol (which is meant to be reserved for moments of actions).    Because they are not able to

rest fully and relax, and their adrenals are being overworked, they do not have the energy or the

requisite adrenaline to perform athletics at a high level. 

You may have heard about the nervous system before, but I am going to give you a very

simplif ied explanation for what exactly it is people talk about when they talk about the nervous

system.   The nervous system is a network of nerves that carry electrical impulse throughout the

whole body.   It starts in the brain stem and attaches to every muscle.   The nervous system acts

as both a sensory system - the nerves sensing information from the outside world and

transporting into the brain - and as an action system – the brain taking that information and

distributing instructions to the muscles via the nerves. Essentially the nervous acts as the bodies

mechanism for “feeling” and also controls what we call the instinctual responses of the body.

Controlling the autonomic nervous system

A key part of my success in my fitness journey was learning about and

understanding the nervous system. I realized I was not alone as trauma

is a fact of life. Trauma affects the nervous system significantly. One in

five Americans has been molested, one in four grew up with alcoholics

and one in three couples have engaged in physical violence. 

Trauma of all types affects the nervous system. I realized if I was

interested to have a good life and reach my potential I needed to be in

great physical shape and mitigate the effects of trauma.
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Nervous System Dysregulation

There are two modes of the nervous system.   The sympathethic and the parasympathethic.   The

sympathethic nervous system is the activated when threat is sensed.   The body “feels” threat

either through the nerves or through other senses and tells the brain that there is threat.   The

brain then sends antiinflammotory hormones through the nervous system (such as cortisol and

adrenaline) which prime the body for survival (either through fight, flight or freeze).   You may

have heard the term “fight or flight” before, and that is basically when the nervous system is in

sympathethic mode.   Blood flow goes into the muscles, heart rate increases, antiflammatory

hormones are pumped through the blood veins, muscle contract and the body primes for

defensive or aggressive action.   This is the most ancient part of the human nervous system that

is responsible for survival.   The parasympathetic nervous system is activated when the body

senses safety.

The health crisis of the modern world

currently is nervous system dysregulation.

Most physical illnesses can be traced back to

an overactive nervous system that diverts

energy the body needs to fight infections and

maintain homeostasis and instead puts that

energy towards survival against an imaginary

threat. With the ubiquity of cellphone usage,

television, sedentary lifestyles, 5G networks,

social media people in the modern world face

constant low level stress which is keeping the

nervous system in a state of high alert.  This

leads to poor sleep and an inability for the

body to properly utilize all of its functions and

will lead to a whole host of health problems

as one ages. 
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Because human evolution is all geared towards survival, our autonomic nervous system is quickly

and easily triggered to states of defense (f ight, flight or freeze) and can remain stuck in that

position.   This is called nervous system dysregulation.   Our nervous systems become

preoccupied with defense and protection instead of rest and recovery and homeostasis of the

autonomic functions of the body.   Nervous system dysregulation is one the problems plaguing

humans and is the cause of many diseases, addictions and other coping mechanisms to deal with

a mind and body that is constantly in stress mode.   It also will rob you of your energy and your

strength. 

Cool Blue Training is focused on
training your athletic potential, and
in order to do so we give coaching
around how to reverse the effects of
nervous system dysregulation to
improve the quality of your
workouts and your day to day life. 

The first thing to understand if you are suffering from nervous system dysregulation is that this is

an *overreaction* from your body. It’s kind of like a fever that doesn’t go away. Your body senses a

threat to its safety and is trying to protect you, but in our current society there are very few

legitimate threats to ones safety. Social shame for instance exists in humans to help you avoid

separation from the pack which in primitive times could very well have led to a quick death from

either the elements or predators. In current society social isolation, while painful, will not lead to

immediate death. So your body feels social shame and interprets that as a risk for death, but

that is likely not the reality of your current situation. 

So it’s important to understand that many things that trigger your body into states of defense are

not actually legitimate threats to your safety. Beginning to understand that you are safe and that

your body is highly tuned through years of evolution to overreact can help you coax your body

and mind out of states of defense and allow it to relax. This will help replenish your adrenals and

your willpower so you can go through powerful workouts and perform in other areas as well.
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Strategies I have learned to maximize rest and give your body the necessary time to recover. 

1)         When you go to bed, turn off all lights, try to keep the room as quiet as possible, and set

an alarm on your phone for at least 10 hours after your head hits the pillow.   Aim to stay in bed

for at least 10 hours, don’t get up for any reason other than to use the bathroom.   Don’t use your

phone.   Don’t turn on the TV.   You need to allow your body to get into a trance of theta waves

where you lose grasp of control of your conciouss mind and instead go along for the ride.   

2)         Avoid caffeine entirely.   Caffeine stays in your system for 48 hours.   You may still be able to

sleep but caffeine increases adrenaline and keeps your body in a constant state of alertness, you

will not rest as deeply and it may even prevent you from sleeping.   I f ind it really hard to get to

sleep if I’ve had a cup of coffee even in the morning. 

3)         Breathe in and out through the nose at night time and in your bed.   This activates vagus

nerve

4)         Do our sleep time protocol which combines yoga and Feldenkrais to put your body in a

state of calm and pleasure

How to rest and recover

Rest is imperative because in order to maximize the release of adrenenaline and dopamine in

your body you need to allow your body to exist in a state without adrenaline and dopamine.   It

needs to be in a state of recovery and repair rather than action.   Here you want to activate

melatonin and serotonin which are the cool blue counterparts to the hot red of activity.  

Seratonin is associated with a sense of wellbeing and pleasure which will help you enjoy your

rest.   The earth experiences both the sun and the moon and you need to do the same as well or

else you’re will not be as powerful when you are awake.   So your recovery is just as important as

your training.   Your inactivity is just as important as your activity, and it is a skill that can be

trained.       

5)         Sleep naked and keep the temperature cool in your house.   Cold air is soothing (unlike cold

water which can be a shock).   The cold activates the vagus nerve as well.  
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When you stop drinking caffeine, stop taking

preworkout, stop doing compulsive behaviors,

tap into your body’s natural energy stores. .

this is the kind of energy and power you

achieve. You cannot get this artif icially, it has

to happen naturally. You have to use the

elements to achieve your bodies natural flow

state. You have to have discipline to avoid

quick fixes, quick dopamine hits. Follow these

rules and you will allow yourself to be

positioned to take advantage of your bodies

natural power.

Stay in bed resting for at least 10 hours, I

personally work best on 12 hours. This doesn’t

necessarily mean you are sleeping the whole

time, but your body must be in a state of rest.

This means minimal muscle contraction and

as little outside stimulus as possible (no

music, no television).  So you are resting your

body and you are resting your sense. This

allows you to actually perform at a high level

when you need to be active in the day time.

So lets say you need to wake up at 10 AM.

Go to bed at midnight and stay in bed for 10 hours even if you’re having trouble sleeping. When

your body is resting you are at least recharging the parts of your body related to action. If  you

wake up in the middle of the night, gently stretch in your bed and breathe in an out through your

nose. Try to get yourself in a trance. This is how you create a sense of calm in your body. If  you

know that you are going to get that rest every single night – even if its hard to sleep – you will

feel confident that your body can recover no matter how hard you push up. Your f itness and your

health starts with establishing a sense of calm. This comes from rest, gentle breathing in and out

through the nose and reduction of stimulus. 
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By now your body is in a state of flow.   You will be feeling strong and limber and able to tackle

what you need to do during the day.   Some days this might be your job, some days it will be a

rest day hanging with friends. 

Wake up and start breathing right away, in

through your nose out through your nose or

mouth. Work up a rhythm and gently increase

the intensity of the breaths so you are getting

a nose pump of oxygen flow. Lead this into 3

rounds of Wim Hof Method breathing. This will

energize you and bring blowflow to your

whole body warming up your core

temperature and preparing you for action. Get

up and take a cold shower for 5 minutes. Put

on your clothes and walk outside. 

You’re going to do your morning mobility and

yoga routine somewhere out in nature, rain or

shine. Link to morning yoga routine here.

Breathing slowly in through the nose and out

through the mouth, you coax your body into a

state of flow. Moves that felt challenging

when your f irst started moving now feel easy.

While it may be cold outside, the inside of

your body is hot. And you feel internal power.
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About The Author

Nick Steiner is a Wim Hof method instructor and a personal trainer.   Like Wim, Nick realized the

power of the cold to put the body into a state of optimal flow and experienced the utility of the

cold and the breath to increase traditional weightlifting power.   Combining the power of the cold

with elite weightlifting techniques, dynamic yoga and stretches, Nick has developed a method of

optimizing the athletic performance of the body.  

"I want to make people strong. Old, young, man, women. I want people

to feel safe. Safety yields strength and safe yields safety. Life is not a

zero sum game, we all will get stronger and safer together. Cool blue

relaxation through the mind. Cold powering the energetic response to

lift intensely and stretch dynamically."

-Nick Steiner
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1)         No sloth like behavior – sloth like behavior is when you are neither resting, nourishing, nor

exerting yourself, but staying in a state of sedation and self medication.   This includes watching

TV, eating junk food, smoking weed, drinking, doing drugs, smoking cigarettes,

2)         No artif icial intimacy – this would also include watching television, watching porn, tinder,

snapchat conversations.   Any virtual form of connection is essentially masturbation and caries

none of the benefits of real face to face connection.

Appendix: Habits to assist you in becoming your best version

3)             No hanging out with people who put you down or do not value you.   This is self

explanatory.   Anyone who makes you feel bad about yourself or causes drama.   This makes it

harder to rest and harder to perform.

4)         Commit to your basic f itness maintenance.   This includes 2 intense full body workouts per

week.   Extended cold exposure every single day. 
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Calm mind and body is achieved through establish a sense of pleasure and safety.   By activating

oxytocin, serotonin and melotinin the body can heal through safety and pleasure.   This will allow

for the body to fully rest and for adrenaline stores to be replenished.   Certain yoga techniques,

Feldenkrais method and polyvagal philosophy and therapies will put the body in a state of safety

and calm with practice.

Yin and Yang of pleasure and safety and strength and power work to create a fully functioning

human being and to maximize the athletic performance.

Nutrition can either serve to energize the body, refuel the body or bring it into states of calm. 

Here we learn how to use food to your advantage to get the body where it needs to go.   It’s less

about specific health foods and micronutrients, but rather how the food makes you feel, how it

effects your nervous system.   A healthy combination of fats, carbs and protein and following the

pleasure and needs of the body is how food can be used for your benefit .  

Daily habits

1)         Stay in bed for at least 10 hours every day, or until fully rested

2)         Do Wim Hof breathing first thing every morning

3)         Hot shower followed by cold shower followed by hot bath

4)         Do yoga outside either at the park or in back yard    

5)         Go to work, recoding session, or lift weights (do ice bath before lifting weights)   

6)         Diet will consist of f ish, berries, nuts, greens, cheese, eggs, vegetables, legumes, yogurt

and ezekial bread

7)        Lift heavy weights twice per week with maximum adrenaline output

8)         Do Feldenkrais and resistance yoga movements throughout the day and especially at night

9)         Eat last meal by 10 people and be in bed by 11


